
Name of Country

National Tsunami Warning & Mitigation System

NTWC Pakistan Tested  SOP 

And Warning Chain.

The following 

Organization Involved

• NDMA

• National Media 

Andaman Trench (4 Oct)
Makran Trench (11 Oct)

Lessons Learnt What worked well? Ans : we were included all shift members to 
handle such kind of seniors, if occurred in near future. They took part very 
efficiently ( improvement). 

How can more at-risk communities be involved in future exercises?   Ans: This is 
very serious issue, which is can only performed well with communities, the 
communities should take part and also all Government stakeholders should play 
their own roll seriously. Financial support should included, for execution of Full 
scale drills. 

National Organisation of Exercise IOWave23   

Exercise Participants
Please explain which segments of your 
society participated in the exercise 
(number of people, were communities 
exercised, if so, please provide names 
of the communities and which specific 
sectoral groups were involved (i.e., 
schools, people-with-disabilities, 
private sector / businesses, elderly))

(No any communities was participate )

Heard Island (18 Oct)
Java Trench (25 Oct )

Organisation Logo(s)

Scenarios Exercised:

Engage National Media Through 
Press releases & Main Stream Media 

Cover whole Exercise NDMA and electronic Media coverage for the  real time 
Monitoring. How was it planned?
Ans: it was planed very good because NTWC has planed to 
take on board to all stakeholder and we had issued invitation 
letter  among the all Stakeholders  for specially PDMA 
Baluchistan and Sindh and the drill targeted area was PASNI 
and planed for triggering of siren system and to include the 
Pasni committees and school But unfortunately due to beget 
constrain so it was not achieved. 
How was it executed? After this Pakistan NTWC finally went 
for table top drill to evaluate Tsunami Ready .
Summary : during the drill, which was conducted, as routine 
drill but this  time, NTWC have engaged 
Similarly , Miss Gazala Naeem was observed as a external 
observer .



Further Information:
Please send to UNESCO-IOC IOTIC and ICG/IOTWMS Secretariat:
1. Videos of activities undertaken in IOWave23
2. Links to social media (X, Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin) related 

to IOWave23
3. Links to online media related to news and coverage of 

IOWave23

https://enews.hamariweb.com/pakistan/karachi-at-risk-
meteorologists-predict-earthquake-and-tsunami-danger/

https://timesofislamabad.com/17-Oct-2023/high-intensity-
earthquake-threat-in-arabian-sea-offcoast-karachi-makran-
pakistan-meteorological-department
https://pakobserver.net/an-arabian-sea-earthquake-
likely-but-could-not-be-predicted-pmd-expert/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KbVce3p-1M
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